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V- ZUG has been committed to simplifying its customers’ daily 
life since 1913 with its innovative, high-quality appliances. 

Whether it's cooking, dishwashing or doing laundry, those who 
need appliances that exceed the standard can fi nd them in 
V-ZUG – a company with simple and individual solutions which 
follow a long tradition focused on the «Swiss perfection for 
your home» motto.

The world appreciates V-ZUG appliances’ Swiss innovative 
strength, high precision and exceptional quality which have 
been available to the most demanding customers who look for 
outstanding service. 

It is a company which has two important strengths – it 
researches and listens to the users’ needs. The environment 
and its customers are the core of a production that focuses on 
excellence. 

The environment is vital because V-ZUG is committed to 
sustainable production. Its plant is powered by energy from 
renewable sources, and in 1988 it was the fi rst company in 
the sector to obtain the SQS ISO 9001 certifi cation. 

A customer oriented approach arises from the daily use of 
appliances and their easy interaction being at the core of 
V-ZUG research to create an authentic "Swiss made" product 
that represents a quality guarantee worldwide. Passion, 
innovation, and research are at V-ZUG’s heart.

V-ZUG: SWISS PERFECTION FOR YOUR HOME



4  45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking, 45 cm MIWELL-COMBI XSL combined microwave oven with ventilated cooking,                                                                                          



5 45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking and FullFlex Dual Design anti-scratch anthracite induction hob GK11TIFKZ



6  60 cm COMBAIR-STEAM SL Combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking and FullFlex Dual Design anti-scratch anthracite induction hob GK11TIFKZ
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8 JUMBO 60I integrated refrigerator with RefreshControl area, IGLU 60I integrated freezer with rapid freezing, 45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking with retractable handle,         



9  45 cm TopClean COMBAIR XSL automatic multifunction oven with retractable handle, 45 cm SUPREMO XSL coffee machine and two MaxiFlex Dual Design induction hobs GK27TIMSZ
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For more than a century, V-ZUG has researched and 
innovated its fl agship products to bring quality, reliability, and 
functionality. Small and large house assistants – technology 
and steam 

V-ZUG’s magic steam is the innovative technology which 
underpins the appliances’ excellence. 

There is a unique oven equipped with controlled steam; a 
dishwasher which uses steam to provide dishes with an 
absolute degree of brightness; a built-in refrigerator that 
disappears into your kitchen and pays a close watch on 
your food preservation. There is a wine cabinet with dual 
temperature setting to allow you to serve the wine at the right 
temperature, a washing machine that uses steam to reduce 
creases and a wardrobe that washes, pampers and protects 
clothes with its sanitising steam.

V- ZUG is functionally controlled steam-power.

Recent scientifi c research has shown that proper cooking 
makes food safer and more digestible and the use of 
advanced cooking methods, such as steam, increases the 
food’s nutritional properties. 

Cooking is the beginning of healthy eating. That's why V-ZUG 
creates combi-steam ovens that create ideal conditions for a 
healthier and balanced diet. It allows you to prepare food 
with pressure-free steam cooking that preserves nutrients, such 
as vitamins and minerals, preserving the food’s taste and 
aromas.

Programmes such as GourmetSteam, allow the Swiss 
company's ovens to store many diff erent menus, exclusively 
designed by the best V-ZUG cooks, which can be perfectly 
prepared with a simple touch of a button. 

It ensures that the cooking process is always the most suitable 
for the food and follows multiple cooking sequences that 
alternate automatically and safely. Even when you are sure 
of the successful result.

FROM THE ORIGIN TO THE CONTEMPORARY DOMESTIC INNOVATION



12  60 cm COMBAIR-STEAM SL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking
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The steam cooking system provides:

• faster heat transmission
• more homogeneous heat distribution
• healthy and natural cooked food 

With the advanced and patented V-ZUG steam oven 
technology, water is brought to an external boiler to create 
steam on demand and exactly at the desired temperature 
level. Cooking times are reduced and extremely precise – 
ensuring perfect results. 

V- ZUG steam ovens generate steam fast (100 degrees in 
just 90 seconds) controlled by sophisticated temperature 
and humidity sensors. 

This great effi  ciency is combined with extremely low energy 
consumption because it uses only what is necessary (energy 
and water) without waste. 

The easiest and most satisfying test is to cook the perfect 
egg. Just cook the eggs at 64 degrees for an hour and 15 
minutes to discover the true consistency of a perfect egg that 
melts in your mouth while keeping its integrity. 

After cooking, the residual water is returned to the tank 
reducing the formation of limescale residues in the boiler and 
allowing the oven to be quickly re-used. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF CONTROLLED STEAM-BASED COOKING

Exclusive V-ZUG electronic steam control system (ESS)
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Vacuisine ©
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Vacuisine© is a healthy cooking method which involves 
cooking food slowly at low temperatures in vacuum-sealed 
bags in the oven. It keeps food nutrients unaltered. 

It is a technique favoured by famous starred chefs who love to 
take advantage of cooking processes; it preserves the food’s 
taste, and controls the cooking degree to quickly obtain best 
results. 

The vacuum drawers and V-ZUG ovens make this technique 
available for domestic environments. Food is fi rst preserved 
and then cooked, allowing for more authentic aromas, intense 
fl avours, and brighter colours - a real culinary adventure of 
the senses. 

The Vacuisine© method allows great fl exibility and more than 
a 48 hours continuous cooking programme which leaves the 
meat as tender as butter. From tradition to technology, a world 
of fast and healthy advantages:

• It allows simple food preparation which supplies more 
intense aromas and brighter colours 

• It guarantees excellent preservation, food consistency 
and a perfect appearance while increasing its nutrients 

• It is possible to get meat and fi sh with unbeatable 
tenderness and juiciness 

• You cannot fail because nothing burns or overcooks 

• Total cleanliness and healthiness from the fridge to the 
kitchen, and no smell is noticed through-out the house 

• It off ers the possibility of focusing on others during cooking 
(ideal when there are guests)

VACUISINE©: SIMPLE COOKING FOR PERFECT HOSPITALITY

A modern lifestyle with Vacuisine©

Buy

Prepare

Vacuum

Store
Steam 
cook

On the
table!



16 60 cm COMBI-STEAM MSLQ combi-steam oven
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The new V- ZUG's Combi-Steam MSLQ integrates three 
diff erent cooking methods in a single appliance for the fi rst 
time - conventional heat, steam, and microwave. 

These three distinct types of cooking and their combination 
make it possible to simply cook even more sophisticated 
recipes, cook fresh or previously cooked food which was 
vacuum-packed, or warm up previously prepared food.

The MLSQ model is equipped with an exclusive     
"PowerSteam" function that automatically combines steam 
and microwave cooking. It can heat up food and accelerate 
any other type of preparation. This will reduce oven and 
steam cooking times by a third without altering nutritive 
properties. 

In addition to the exclusive microwave feature, this model has 
a regeneration function for already cooked food. It combines 
steam and hot air to delicately heat the food to keep its 
fragrance and aroma.

The exclusive "PowerPlus" function makes it possible to 
combine three diff erent cooking methods without limitations. 
Steam and microwave can quickly prepare fresh vegetables 
which are rich in vitamins or conventional heat combined with 
steam and microwave can quickly create perfect fi sh in a 
bread crust.

MSLQ Combi-Steam oven: seven cooking combinations

1

2 3

45

6

7

Traditional  ventilated M

icr
ow
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e

Steam

COMBI-STEAM MSLQ: THE FIRST OVEN IN THE WORLD THAT COMBINES VENTILATED, STEAM AND 
MICROWAVE COOKING. PERFECTION AND SPEED



18  60 cm COMBAIR-STEAM SL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking
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If you have more time for your recipes, the Combi-Steam 
MLSQ is an ideal oven to perfectly cook roasts evenly at 
low temperature, bread professionally, or cook slowly under 
vacuum with the patented Vacuisine© method which lets 
meat, fi sh or vegetables release all their aromas.

Nothing is more hospitable and welcoming than an oshibori: 
a small damp towel to regenerate you. 

Warm, enveloping, refreshing and moist at the right point 
allows you to wash without getting wet. The ritual of Japanese 
hospitality is welcoming for guests in homes and restaurants 
and the perfect way to get clean without leaving the table. 
Oshibori wipes, as they are called in Japan, can be perfectly 
and simply prepared in the steam oven.

In the same way, you can "heat up" pillows with cherry pits 
(popular in the cold season to wrap in a warm therapeutic 
embrace) or hot stones for massages and hot packs.



20  45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking and retractable handle and 60 cm TopClean COMBAIR SL automatic multifunction oven with retractable handle
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Thanks to the V-ZUG Climate Control System (CCS) the 
BakeOmatic allows you to prepare perfect food without 
setting the weight, cooking mode or duration. 

The sophisticated V-ZUG cooking sensors allow you to use 
various time-saving automatic functions and provide you with 
signifi cant help in the kitchen. You can bake the chosen food 
(roast potatoes, souffl  é, lasagna gratin) directly in a cold 
oven. The oven will start to heat up to the right temperature, 
and the food will emit steam and moisture: temperature 
sensors, humidity and gate valve cooperate to create 
the ideal cooking environment based on the food and the 
desired result. 

The souffl  é test, which is renown to be high-level cooking, is 
the one that will leave the guests speechless.

The automatic functions can be applied to gratin, roast 
potatoes, souffl  és, bread, meat, frozen pizza, puff  pastry 
pretzels – everything that will impress your guests. For 
example, roast potatoes, undisputed queens of Sunday 
lunches, will prove to be a pleasant surprise to prepare. Using 
BakeOmatic, the oven automatically detects their volume and 
moisture to bake crispy potatoes on the outside with soft 
insides. 

Have you prepared lasagne and want to give it a wonderful 
crusty top? All you need to do is use BakeOmatic and its 
gratin setting. 

Cooking without worries – V-ZUG sensors will take care of it. 
The temperature sensor (V-ZUG patented) allows steaming 
any type and quantity of food in an ideal and eff ective 
microclimate. 

The climate control sensor provides superior functionality by 
allowing you to prepare exclusive chef recipes.

Another notable feature is the limescale sensor which can 
automatically detect when it is time to perform the descaling 
and sends a warning to the display. 

NO NEED FOR OUTSIDE HELP WITH BAKEOMATIC



22  45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking
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A revolutionary, intelligent, innovative delicate cooking that 
uses automatic and dynamic temperature regulation to cook 
tender meat which is ready at the right time. 

The meat is ready to be served exactly at the scheduled time, 
regardless of its weight, shape, characteristics, and quantity. 
Its vitamin B12 will remain intact and unaltered. 

A special temperature probe, driven by the patented V-ZUG 
"SoftRoasting" system, fi nely-adjusts the oven internal 
temperature. Cooking is calibrated and adjusted to perfection 
and provides extra meat tenderness with this professional but 
easy-to-use tool. 

This device is the secret of delicate cooking, which allows 
you to serve a roast which is as tender as butter at the desired 
time, or prepare pork as if it had been cooked on a barbecue. 

For the most demanding cooks, there is the possibility to 
choose whether to steam and brown at the end of cooking 
or to brown before and then cook at a low temperature in a 
traditional way. Now, the choice is yours.

PATENTED V-ZUG SOFTROASTING IS AN INCOMPARABLE CHEF FOR COOKING MEAT.



24 45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking, 14 cm vacuum drawer VS60144 and 60 cm TopClean COMBAIR SL automatic multifunction oven
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Professional bread baking: crunchy outside, butwith a soft 
crumb.

With the combination of steam and hot air, professional 
oven cooking makes it possible to prepare fresh and crunchy 
baked products as if they were cooked in a bakery. 

This method is ideal for all leavening products: bread and 
rolls are perfect with a crispy crust and a well-shaped crumb. 
The puff  pastry of a savoury pie or sweet cake is crispy while 
its inside remains soft. 

Contrary to every principle taught by our grandmothers, this 
oven allows us to start to bake in a cold oven. A brilliant 
technique allows us to save time and reduce consumption. 

The fi rst cooking phase is modulated by steam followed by 
a ventilation phase. This makes the fats contained in a puff  
pastry fi rst evaporate, then partially and superfi cially settle to 
create the right "crust". This means you don’t have to use the 
old trick of brushing a thin layer of egg on top. 

The perfect combination of hot temperature and steam 
performs another magic trick - regeneration. It makes it 
possible to heat up stale bread to get it as crispy as it was 
just baked. A dream which is now possible and means the 
end of unnecessary waste for those who do not have time to 
shop every day.

PROFESSIONAL BAKING: CRISPY OUTSIDE, BUT WITH A SOFT CENTRE



26  60 cm COMBAIR-STEAM SL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking
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EasyCook is an ideal cooking programme if you need a 
hand in the kitchen.

With more than 100 useful preliminary settings for individual 
foods (vegetables, meat, fi sh, bread ...) all that is needed is to 
press a button to choose the cooking process and the display 
will recommend a time. 

Once the food is in the oven and selected from the display, 
press start and the oven will do the rest and provide perfectly 
cooked food. 

While the automatic mode guides you, it also takes you by 
the hand, to teach you the best cooking method for your food. 

You want to try a healthy steamed vegetables recipe which 
you have never cooked before? 

No problem: EasyCook will advise you (for example it 
recommends 15 minutes at 100 degrees for broccoli).

It is not just a cooking advice, but a real aid to creating dishes 
worthy of a great chef.

You learn with EasyCook. 

EASYCOOK - YOUR NEW KITCHEN ASSISTANT 



28 14 cm vacuum drawer VS60144
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The V-ZUG vacuum drawer is more than just a vacuum device. 
A correct lifestyle is based on a healthy diet and attention 
to food health and freshness is fundamental. Preserving food 
better and longer takes a key role.

V-ZUG created an innovative vacuum drawer to pack food 
before cooking. Unlike most of the appliances available on 
the market, the Swiss company’s product does not vacuum 
the bag but the entire drawer and prevents the food from 
being subject to any pressure diff erences. This allows vacuum 
packaging of foods which are rich in liquids such as soups 
and sauces or to preserve foods which contain fat and oil.

Compared to other storage methods, vacuum-packed foods 
keep their qualities unaltered because they are not in contact 
with air or humidity. This makes it possible to preserve food 
nutrients and aromas, increase space in the refrigerator or 
freezer. It limits refrigerator, kitchen and household odours.

With the V-ZUG vacuum drawer, your food can be easily and 
effi  ciently sealed in special bags for storage or preparation 
using the revolutionary Vacuisine© system (vacuum cooking 
or sous-vide). It allows you to cook the food contained in 
the bags in the oven, slowly, at low temperatures, preserving 
the nutrients, aromas, fl avours and colours of your favourite 
dishes.

The V-ZUG vacuum drawer has three levels which allow you 
to explore new gastronomic horizons without limiting what 
you can vacuum-pack. 

Level 1:  it is the lowest, suitable for fruit and liquid foods
Level 2: recommended for fi sh and vegetables
Level 3: the highest, is ideal for meat and frozen foods

There is a function for sealing open food bags, a new 
accessory kit for bottles and vacuum containers which has 
been designed to create "external vacuum packaging." 

DISCOVER THE HEALTHY AND TIME-SAVING WORLD OF VACUUMING



30  60 COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking and retractable handle and 60 cm TopClean COMBAIR SL oven with retractable handle
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V-ZUG design is not just about aesthetics. V-ZUG uses young 
professionals who provide innovative ideas and develop 
the latest knowledge from the industrial and design sector. 
Following V-ZUG’s quality standards, every single detail must 
meet tough requirements. 

It is not enough to design an elegant front for an oven, because 
everything behind it is just as important and contributes to the 
overall result, product quality and brand image. 

It is essential to adopt a global approach which can integrate 
all the process phases and personnel. The many test results, our 
experts’ knowledge about food and "application engineer" 
knowledge come together in each device’s design.

The design helps V-ZUG appliances continue to appeal and 
inspire in the future. 

All model commands can be activated via a unique and 
exclusive knob combined with the display to provide an even 
simpler and elegant design for your home. The appliances 
are available with a retractable handle, combining a timeless 
elegance with the traditional V-ZUG quality. 

V-ZUG DESIGN: AESTHETIC, ELEGANCE AND MORE
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The standard cooking method combined with the latest-
generation slider control.

V-ZUG gas hobs are equipped with various functions to allow 
you to cook in a pleasant way and simplify your daily life. The 
Swiss company is the fi rst in the world to off er the possibility to 
choose cooking hobs which have a slider control alongside 
traditional knobs which control the individual cooking 
zones in a simple and ergonomic way. 

Whether they are controlled by a knob or slider controls, or 
if you use a small pan or a large wok, the V-ZUG gas hobs 
guarantee high performance due to diff erent power and heat 
delivery speed burners. These allow you to heat your dishes 
quickly and evenly.

These new gas hobs, in addition to traditional functions, have 
some important automatic pre-sets such as the melting control 
which is ideal for butter, jelly, sauces, and chocolate because 
it keeps the temperature between 40 and 60°C. There is a 
warming function that keeps food warm at 65°C until it is time 
to eat. The slow boiling control sets the temperature between 
70 and 90°C, to perfectly cook foods such as sausages, 
dumplings or poached eggs to avoid boiling over.

Other commands include the pause button, the wipe 
protection button, the zone connection or automatic boost to 
avoid burning food.

GAS HOBS



34 MaxiFlex Dual Design OptiGlass Induction hob GK46TIMSZO
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Continuous research and attention to innovation are a V-ZUG 
prerogative even in induction hobs. These are the world’s fi rst 
to be equipped with OptiGlass technology.

OptiGlass is an extremely robust and scratch-resistant 
material. According the Mohs scale which determines the 
relative hardness in a range from 1 to 10, this coating reaches 
a value of 9.5. The only harder mineral which is more resistant 
to scratches is the diamond with a value of 10. The robust 
OptiGlass hobs coating signifi cantly reduces scratches 
during daily use. 

• Technology. An induction hob is the most modern heating 
and cooking method.

• Speed. The induction technology is based on a variable 
electromagnetic fi eld which generates a current at the 
base of the pot that heats up and transmits the heat 
generated to the food. Thanks to the speed of this physical 
phenomenon and the reduced energy dispersion, the 
various ingredients and foods are heated in record time. 

 
• Effi  ciency. A litre of water can be boiled in about two 

minutes, thus saving up to 30% of energy compared to 
traditional hobs. In addition, the induction hob switches 
off  automatically when the pan is removed. 

 
• Ease and safety. This type of hob is easy to clean and 

safe because the heat is generated exclusively at the 
pot’s base, the glass around the cooking area remains at 
a relatively low temperature and can’t cause burns. This 
avoids food from burning and cleaning can be quickly 
done with a damp cloth. 

• Flexibility. The hobs equipped with MaxiFlex technology 
stand out for their extreme fl exibility and ductility. The 
latest-generation inductors on each cooking zone allow 
you to place diff erent sized pots and pans. The system 
recognises the size and automatically adapts the cooking 
zone; this allows you to fl exibly choose the cooking area, 
optimise space and equipment.

INDUCTION HOBS



36 ADORA SL extra height dishwasher GS60SLGVIB and MaxiFlex Dual Design Optiglass induction hob GK46TIMASZO
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Fast, silent, eff ective, fl exible … and with a heart of steam. 

• Adora SL is the world’s fi rst dishwasher equipped with the 
"Party" programme. This dishwasher perfectly cleans in 
just 11 minutes with up to fi ve consecutive wash cycles 
(at 60°C) in total speed and silence. This is ideal to get 
party glasses and large numbers of lightly-soiled dishes 
ready quickly.

• A Sprint equipped dishwasher When you are in a hurry, 
the Sprint programme (55°C) allows you to wash dishes 
in a few minutes. An Adora SL wash lasts only 20 minutes 
and is among the fastest.

• V-ZUG dishwasher operates almost noiselessly because 
of the extremely silent washing cycle (37 dB) and its 
soundproofi ng system. The automatic programmes and 
the delayed start function enable the dishwasher to be 
started at night to save energy – without waking anyone.

• The revolutionary OptiStart is another time-linked 
function - a smart-delayed start which uses the waiting 
time until the programme begins, to soak the dishes. 
When the washing process begins, the dirt has already 
been softened and the dishwasher can operate at lower 
temperatures. Energy consumption is reduced by 10 per 
cent. 

ADORA: A DISHWASHER THAT YOU WILL LOVE

Fast, silent, eff ective, fl exible … and with a heart of steam. 

• Adora SL is the world’s fi rst dishwasher equipped with the 
"Party" programme. This dishwasher perfectly cleans in 
just 11 minutes with up to fi ve consecutive wash cycles 
(at 60°C) in total speed and silence. This is ideal to get 
party glasses and large numbers of lightly-soiled dishes 
ready quickly.

• A Sprint equipped dishwasher When you are in a hurry, 
the Sprint programme (55°C) allows you to wash dishes 
in a few minutes. An Adora SL wash lasts only 20 minutes 
and is among the fastest.

• V-ZUG dishwasher operates almost noiselessly because 
of the extremely silent washing cycle (37 dB) and its 
soundproofi ng system. The automatic programmes and 
the delayed start function enable the dishwasher to be 
started at night to save energy – without waking anyone.

• The revolutionary OptiStart is another time-linked 
function - a smart-delayed start which uses the waiting 
time until the programme begins, to soak the dishes. 
When the washing process begins, the dirt has already 
been softened and the dishwasher can operate at lower 
temperatures. Energy consumption is reduced by 10 per 
cent. 

ADORA: A DISHWASHER THAT YOU WILL LOVE



38 ADORA SL dishwasher GS60SLVI, 45 cm COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven with ventilated cooking and 60 cm TopClean COMBAIR SE automatic pyrolytic oven
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New colour display, performing features. 

Equipped with the world’s fi rst "SteamFinish", system which 
has been verifi ed and certifi ed in the laboratory. Adora uses 
its pure steam to sanitise and guarantee a brilliant shine on all 
the dishes without leaving stains. 

The special patented SteamFinish technology ensures that 
the last rinse steam condenses on the dishes as pure (distilled) 
water, thus removing residual salts, traces of detergent or rinse 
aid. 

• With the automatic opening function, the dishwasher 
door will open about 10 cm at the end of the washing 
cycle, allowing a signifi cant reduction in drying times.

• The exclusive door hinge with three-dimensional 
movement allows its installation in kitchens with a base 
height of up to 23 mm or 0 mm if column-installed. 

• Its internal space is so large that it allows 33 cm high 
plates and glasses with stems of up to 27.5 cm to be 
inserted.

• Its internal LED lighting allows a perfect view of 
space and dishes. A side light shows the wash cycle 
progress. 

• The Swiss are always attentive to functionality which is 
linked to their own traditions. Only V-ZUG technicians 
could think of this revolutionary function: "fondue/
raclette". You need to try a raclette once to understand 
much of this tasty and delicious dish ends up encrusted 
on the bottom of the pan. A strong cement of melted 
cheese which only a dedicated automatic function can 
clean, without unnecessary soaking and eff ort after such 
a great meal.



40 ADORA S dishwasher GS60SVI
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 Flexibility.

This dishwasher is proof that superior design must 
be functional and not only about aesthetics. All its 
components, even the internal baskets, highlight fl exibility 
and allow space to be organised. Everything that is white 
is fi xed, everything that is dark grey can be adjusted. 

The upper basket has four easy-to-select positions which 
can be accessed even when the basket is loaded. 
This allows larger than average dishes to be placed in 
the lower basket and taller glasses in the upper one. 
The ErgoPlus cutlery basket allows the cutlery to be 
arranged ergonomically for a perfect and thorough 
cleaning (this basket is included in the Adora SL extra 
height model and can hold 14-place settings of cutlery. 
A recessed fl ap provides space for long stemmed 
glasses). The Vario basket helps to position all kitchen 
tools such as ladles, wooden spoons and whisks. 

Easy prongs will provide you with perfectly clean 
glasses and jugs. V-ZUG dishwashers are equipped 
with a sophisticated anti-fl ooding system. Its double 
safety valve allows any water leakage to be promptly 
detected even when the dishwasher is switched off . 



42 IGLU 60I integrated freezer with fast freezing and JUMBO 60I integrated refrigerator with FreshControl zone
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Ultramodern technology with a high-quality design 

All V-ZUG refrigerators can be integrated into the kitchen 
while being functional and elegantly hidden. 
The interior is made of high-quality materials with an attractive 
design. High-quality LED lights optimally distribute the light 
throughout the space, helping storage and usability. The 
internal equipment is practical and fl exible thanks to the Smart
rack system that allows easy height adjustment, removal and 
reinsertion to create more space or to comfortably clean. 

The interior is equipped with a divisible rack to easily place 
bulky items and a FlexBox that can be placed where you 
prefer and can hold food, containers, tubes and jars. 

SoftTelescope telescopic runners allow the drawers to be 
completely extracted and to be easily closed using a shock 
absorption system. 
The door is equipped with the SoftClosePlus system that 
guarantees a calibrated and slow movement, even when the 
door is fully loaded. This means a more delicate and silent 
closure. 

Fresh Control Zone

V-ZUG refrigerators are equipped with diff erent temperature
zones to store food perfectly, ensuring greater freshness and
quality.
In the optimal air humidity level 0°C compartment, the food
maintains unaltered nutrients and vitamins, original fl avour
and appetising appearance for up to three times longer than
classic cooling system methods. This means that there is not
only an economic saving due to the longer food preservation,
but a signifi cant improvement in product taste and quality.

The Fresh Control area is a treasure chest that uses 
FreshControl technology to adjust the temperature slightly 
above 0°C and manage air humidity (e.g. low humidity for 
meat, fi sh and poultry, more moisture for fruit and vegetables). 

The latest-generation NoFrost means that it is no longer 
necessary to defrost the freezer. The drawers can be easily 
opened and closed without annoying ice layers. 

Energy effi  ciency 

According to the recorded environmental impact values, 
refrigerators and freezers have a high environmental impact. 
The new generation refrigerators with A+++ energy effi  ciency 
rating, consume up to 60 per cent less energy than those with 
A rating. Moreover, with a useful life of 15 years and reduced 
operating costs, there are signifi cant savings. 

REFRIGERATORS: INVEST IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY 



44  WINECOOLER SL column wine cabinet and MaxiFlex Dual Design induction hob GK56TIMSZO
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V-ZUG wine cabinets preserve the best wines in an elegant 
environment. They have a harmonious and exclusive design 
with solid beech wood shelves, mirror glass front, LED lighting 
and SoftClose closing system. 

The right temperature makes the diff erence 

Wine enjoyment depends primarily on its quality and the 
right choice of glass and serving temperature. V-ZUG wine 
cabinets do not just control the temperature but can completely 
absorb vibrations. The specially designed compressors are 
installed in a fl oating structure to ensure wine preservation is 
untroubled by unwanted movements. 

The V-ZUG wine cabinets guarantee your wine’s ideal 
temperature. The two climatic zones for white and red 
wines can be regulated independently with a single-degree 
precision. The adjustment range is from 5 to 18°C. 

We recommend serving:
Champagne, prosecco and sparkling wines 5-7°C 
Dry white wines 8-10°C
Sweet rosé and white wines 10-13°C
Light red wines 14-16°C
Sturdy red wines 17-18°C 

Fine wine in a refi ned environment 

The V-ZUG wine cabinets stand out for their harmonious and 
exclusive design. The mirror glass front integrates perfectly 
with the surrounding environment. The high-quality glass door 
protects wines from the sun’s UV rays. The interior is uniformly 
illuminated with four modern, fully integrated side LED light 
sources. The lights remain lit even when the door is closed, to 
allow the wines to be admired from the outside at any time. 

The new SoftClose door cushioning system guarantees even 
greater comfort, allowing a gentle and silent closure. 

WINECOOLER UC SL undercounter wine cabinet

The undercounter model is equipped with an elegant glass 
door without a handle, completely removable wooden racks, 
two temperature zones, an activated charcoal fi lter, space 
for 34 bottles, SoftClose and TouchOpen door without a 
handle with a simple touch. 

V-ZUG WINE CABINETS ARE IRREPLACEABLE COMPANIONS FOR MOMENTS OF PURE PLEASURE
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V-ZUG created its exclusive Refresh Butler wardrobe and 
washing machines for the garments you care about the 
most and want to wear as if they were brand new. Washing 
machines help to clean the fabrics more thoroughly but gently 
and to iron them perfectly and easily without creases.

Refresh Butleris like having a real butler for refreshing, 
reducing creases and sanitising clothes used in the day 
and preparing them for the following day. Photocatalysis 
eliminates unpleasant odours, viruses and bacteria from 
clothing.

Refresh Programme: neutralises the smell of food and smoke 
from fabrics. Elbows, crotch and knee creases are reduced by 
using the "remove creases" function.

Hygiene Programme: this programme eliminates up to 
99.99% of germs and bacteria. 

Drying Programme: for delicate drying of coats and wet 
fabrics which require greater care with reduced energy 
consumption.

Photocatalysis: the odour neutralisation takes place in a 
closed air circuit equipped with a photocatalytic coating 
that permanently neutralises unpleasant odours with light and 
steam. With this world innovation you can take delicate care 
of your most beautiful garments.

FABRIC CARE
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The EcoManagement function gives V-ZUG washing 
machines and dryers the minimum consumption performance.

The V-ZUG Special Care Drum off ers maximum protection 
and care for all fabrics.

WetClean – the extra delicate wash for the most 
precious garments. The Adora SLQ washing machine uses 
the exclusive WetClean programme to gently take care of 
the most delicate and precious garments. It uses intelligent 
technology that exploits the water cleaning power with 
delicate and localised sprays. 

Anti-mites and skin protection provide a better quality of 
life for those who suff er from allergies. The secretions of 
dust mites are often the cause of allergies and respiratory 
problems. To overcome this problem, V-ZUG has developed 
a worldwide exclusive innovation which eliminates mites 
from fabrics. The anti-mites programme can be added to 
any washing programme from 60°C. The Adora SLQ has 
a gentle skin programme, suitable for those who suff ers from 
allergies or have sensitive skin. The optimised rinse ensures 
that no detergent residues stay on the laundry. 

The new V-ZUG Adora is the fi rst washing machine that 
eliminates creases from your laundry by using steam reaching 
the fabrics fi bres thoroughly. It will save you from a diffi  cult 
tedious and tiring job like ironing.

The steam smoothing programme can be added to most of 
the other programmes as an additional function. 

When time passes between a garment’s washing and ironing, 
steaming can be used later as a separate supplementary 
programme, to eliminate fabric creases by dampening. Your 
garments will be always impeccable with this function. 



PRICE LIST AND DESIGN GUIDE
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Front side size detail

Warning: to ensure good ventilation the niche must have an air passage, position A 
and B between ≥80 and ≤850 cm2

*Can be combined with a microwave. 

COMBI-STEAM MSLQ combi-steam microwave oven

Dimensions
598 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
55-litre double glazed cooking compartment
4-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob
1 litre tank automatic door opener
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

Climate sensors (temperature/humidity) by V-ZUG
Steaming and Vacuisine© (30-100°C)*
PowerRegeneration (combined microwave automatic regeneration) 
PowerSteam (automatic microwave-steam combination)
Professional baking
BakeOmatic
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)  
Automatic regeneration
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
Wellness/Oshibori function
86 Magic Steam recipes
65 Quick Steam recipes 
39 Versatile Cooking recipes
Quick temperature lowering

Functions
Microwave (700W) with inverter technology
Top and bottom heat*
High Humidity Top/bottom heat*
Bottom heat
Ventilated cooking* (30°C/230°C)
High humidity ventilated cooking*
Ventilated-steam combined cooking*
PizzaPlus*
Grill* 
Ventilated grill*
Regeneration*
Fast preheating
Thawing
Integrated descaling programme
Keep warm/plate warming
Hygiene programme

Accessories 
Lighting: 2 halogen lamps
A perforated plastic baking tray and a steel baking tray
A TopClean baking tray, a tempered glass baking tray and a wire shelf
Temperature-measuring probe
Recipe books: Magic Steam, Quick Steam and Versatile Cooking

Connection data
Power supply: single phase 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.7 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.5 metres without plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

Code Description VVAT included

CSTMSLQZ60    23015.76.002     COMBI-STEAM MSLQ    ₪  33270 
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60 CM COMBI-STEAM MICROWAVE OVEN
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Code                                 Description VAT included

CSSLZ60      23012.66.002       COMBAIR-STEAM SL ₪ 27,950 

Model with retractable handle (see page 31):

CSSLZ60Y   23013.66.042       COMBAIR-STEAM SL ₪ 29,650 

COMBAIR-STEAM SL multifunction combi-steam oven
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Front side size detail
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Dimensions
598 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
55-Litre double glazed cooking compartment
3-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob
1 litre tank automatic door opener
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

Climate sensors (temperature/humidity) by V-ZUG
Steaming and Vacuisine© (30-100°C)
Professional baking
BakeOmatic
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)  
Automatic regeneration
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
Wellness/Oshibori function
86 Magic Steam recipes
Quick temperature lowering 

Functions
Top and bottom heat 
High humidity top and bottom heat 
Top heat 
Bottom heat
Ventilated cooking (30°-230°C)
High humidity ventilated cooking 
Ventilated-steam combined cooking
PizzaPlus 
Grill 
Ventilated grill 
Regeneration
Fast preheating
Integrated descaling programme 
Keep warm/plate warming
Hygiene programme

Accessories
Lighting: 2 halogen lamps 
A perforated steel baking tray, a steel baking tray and a TopClean baking tray
A wire shelf 
Temperature-measuring probe 
Magic Steam Recipe Book

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz 
Power consumption: 3.7 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.1 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

60 CM COMBI-STEAM OVEN WITH VENTILATED COOKING

� � � � �
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COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven 

Code       Description VAT included

CSTXSLZ60       23005.76.002          COMBI-STEAM XSL             ₪  26,500  

Model with retractable handle (see page 31):

CSTXSLZ60Y    23006.66.042          COMBI-STEAM XSL  ₪ 28,100

Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Front side size detail
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Dimensions
454 × 596 × 569  mm (HxWxD) 

Features
51-litre stainless steel cooking compartment
3-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob
1 litre tank automatic door opener
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

Climate sensors (temperature/humidity) by V-ZUG 
Steaming and Vacuisine© (30-100°C)
Professional baking
BakeOmatic 
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)
Automatic regeneration
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
Wellness/Oshibori function
86 Magic Steam recipes
Quick temperature lowering  

Functions
Ventilated cooking (30°-230°C)
High humidity ventilated cooking
Ventilated-steam combined cooking 
Regeneration
Integrated descaling programme
Keep warm
Hygiene programme

Accessories 
Lighting: A halogen lamp 
A perforated steel baking tray
A steel baking tray
A wire shelf 
A TopClean baking tray
Temperature-measuring probe 
Magic Steam Recipe Book

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.7 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.1 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

45 CM COMBI-STEAM OVEN WITH VENTILATED COOKING
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45 CM COMBI-STEAM OVEN WITH VENTILATED COOKING WITH WATER CONNECTION
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COMBI-STEAM XSL combi-steam oven 

Code Description VAT included

CSTXSLZ60F        COMBI-STEAM XSL            ₪  30,600 

Model with retractable handle (see page 31):

CSTXSLZ60FY      23007.66.002         COMBI-STEAM XSL            ₪  31,900    
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Front side size detail
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Dimensions 
454 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
51-litre stainless steel cooking compartment
Direct connection to the water mains
3-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob
1 litre tank automatic door opener
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

Climate sensors (temperature/humidity) by V-ZUG 
Steaming and Vacuisine© (30-100°C)
Professional baking
BakeOmatic 
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)
Automatic regeneration 
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
Wellness/Oshibori function
86 Magic Steam recipes
Quick temperature lowering

Functions
Ventilated cooking (30°-230°C)
High humidity ventilated cooking
Ventilated-steam combined cooking 
Regeneration
Integrated descaling programme
Keep warm
Hygiene programme

Accessories 
Lighting: A halogen lamp 
A perforated steel baking tray 
A steel baking tray
A wire shelf
A TopClean baking tray 
Temperature-measuring probe 
Magic Steam Recipe Book

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.7 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.1 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

  ����� 
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45 CM COMBI-STEAM OVEN INSTALLATION

Examples of combined installations

W50
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6

Water connection

1

4

2 73 56
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 5

0

70
0

W = support bracket kit for column installation (cod. K50572)

NOTE: if the recess depth is less than 575 mm, it is advisable to place the appliance under other appliances using an appropriate bracket kit. 

ABOVE oven h 598
BELOW oven h 454

ABOVE oven h 454
BELOW oven h 598 

ABOVE oven h 454
BELOW warming or vacuum drawer 

     h 142

Cold water connection:
Operating pressure: 0.1 -1.0 MPa (1-10 bar)
Use only possible with water hardness> 3 ° (France)  
Length of the reinforced hose: 2 m

 NOTE: follow the requirements of the local water company.
Defective hoses must be replaced. Reinforced hose cannot be stretched. 
The water tap must always be easily accessible. 

Drain: length of the drain pipe: 3 metres
It is possible to separately order an optional 5 m drain pipe if required 
(cod. 1012933).

Warning: the clamping hub of the fl exible hose (1) must be mounted at a 
height of 700 mm (see fi g. on the right). 
Do not lengthen or shorten the drain pipe. The wall drain point (4) must 
be at least 5 cm lower than the base of the oven. Place the well extended 
drain pipe so it does not bend.

1 Flexible hose clamping hub
2 2 m reinforced fl exible hose, G 3/4" female
3 3 m drain pipe, connection internal diameter 22 mm

Installation by the customer
4 Siphon
5 Base panel
6 Flexible hose inserted into the base
7 Cold water connection with closing tap
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W50
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ABOVE oven h 454
BELOW oven h 454
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 COMBAIR SLP multifunction oven 

Code Description VAT included

BCSLPZ60 COMBAIR SLP21025.66.002 ₪14,990 
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Front side size detail

Dimensions 
598 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
68 litre TopClean enamelled cooking compartment 
4-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

Climate sensors (temperature/humidity) by V-ZUG 
BakeOmatic 
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)  
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
39 Versatile Cooking recipes
Quick temperature lowering

Functions
Cooking temperature from 30°C to 280°C
Top/bottom heat
High humidity top/bottom heat
Bottom heat
Ventilated cooking
High humidity ventilated cooking 
PizzaPlus
Grill
Ventilated grill
Fast preheating
Keep warm/plate warming
Pyrolytic self-cleaning

Accessories
Lighting: 2 halogen lamps 
Two TopClean baking trays
A wire shelf
Temperature-measuring probe 
Versatile Cooking recipe book

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.4 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.5 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

60 CM AUTOMATIC MULTIFUNCTION TOPCLEAN PYROLYTIC OVEN

���
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  COMBAIR SL multifunction oven  

Code Description VAT included

BCSLZ60 COMBAIR SL ₪ 12,960

Model with retractable handle (see page 31):

BCSLZ60Y COMBAIR SL  ₪  15,500 
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Dimensions 
598 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
68 litre TopClean enamelled cooking compartment 
3-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

Climate sensors (temperature/humidity) by V-ZUG 
BakeOmatic 
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)  
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
39 Versatile Cooking recipes
Quick temperature lowering

Functions
Cooking temperature from 30°C to 280°C
Top/bottom heat
High humidity top/bottom heat
Bottom heat
Ventilated cooking
High humidity ventilated cooking 
PizzaPlus 
Grill
Ventilated grill
Keep warm/plate warming
Fast preheating 

Accessories
Lighting: 2 halogen lamps 
Two TopClean baking trays
A wire shelf  
Temperature-measuring probe 
Versatile Cooking recipe book

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.4 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.5 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

60 CM AUTOMATIC MULTIFUNCTION TOPCLEAN OVEN

���

21019.66.002

21029.66.042
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60 CM MULTIFUNCTION TOPCLEAN OVEN

  COMBAIR SE multifunction oven 

Code Description VAT included

BCSEZ60 COMBAIR SE בקרוב

Dimensions 
598 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
68 litre TopClean enamelled cooking compartment 
3-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual graphic display with adjustment knob

Exclusive V-ZUG

SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking) 
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
39 Versatile Cooking recipes*
Quick temperature lowering 

Functions
Cooking temperature from 30°C to 280°C
Top/bottom heat
High humidity top/bottom heat
Bottom heat 
Ventilated cooking
High humidity ventilated cooking 
PizzaPlus
Grill 
Ventilated grill
Fast preheating
Keep warm/plate warming

Accessories
Lighting: 2 halogen lamps 
Two TopClean baking trays
A wire shelf 

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.4 kW-16 A
Power cord: 2.5 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

*Versatile Cooking Recipe book in PDF format available on request.
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Front side size detail
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Dimensions 
454 × 596 × 569 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
50 litre TopClean enamelled cooking compartment 
4-layer tempered glass door
Multilingual graphic display with adjustment knob
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

BakeOmatic 
SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking)
EasyCook with cooking suggestions
39 Versatile Cooking recipes
Quick temperature lowering  

Functions
Cooking temperature from 30°C to 280°C
Top/bottom heat
High humidity top/bottom heat
Bottom heat
Ventilated cooking
High humidity ventilated cooking 
PizzaPlus
Grill 
Ventilated grill
Fast preheating
Keep warm/plate warming

Internal
Lighting: 2 halogen lamps 
Two TopClean baking trays 
A wire shelf 
Temperature-measuring probe
Recipe book: Versatile Cooking

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3,3 kW-16 A
Power cord: 1.8 metres with schuko plug
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

VAT included

BCXSLZ60Y 21030.66.042 ₪ 16,500 

Model with retractable handle (see page 31):

45 CM AUTOMATIC MULTIFUNCTION TOPCLEAN OVEN

    COMBAIR XSLmultifunction oven 

Code Description
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Front side size detail
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45 CM COMBINED MICROWAVE OVEN WITH MIRROR GLASS

Dimensions
454 × 596 × 567 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
40-litre cooking compartment
Glass door
Multilingual graphic touch display and adjustment knob
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation

Exclusive V-ZUG

�	�
CombiCrunch function
AutomaticPlus function 
Automatic Regeneration Function

Functions
Microwave function (50–900 W – 18 power levels)
Ventilated cooking 
Grill (1600 W)
Ventilated grill 
Ventilated cooking with microwave
Thawing 
Fast preheating
Keep warm function
Plate warming function
3-D wave diffuser
Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation
Overheating protection
Childproof lock

Accessories
Glass rotating plate Ø 40 cm 
A support with baking tray
Two support wire shelves 
CombiCrunch plate with handles
2 food covers

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V / 50Hz
Power consumption: 2.8 kW – 16 A
Electrical connection: direct with a three-wire cable (L1, N, T) 1.2 metres 
supplied without a plug

MIWELL-COMBI XSL microwave oven

Code Description VAT included

MWCXSL60          24009.66.000        MIWELL-COMBI XSL         ₪ 15,900 
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Front side size detail
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45 CM COFFEE MACHINE

 SUPREMO XSL coffee machine 

Code Description VAT included

CCSXSL60 SUPREMO XSL25004.66.002 ₪ 21,300 Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Front side size detail

Dimensions
454 × 596 × 412 mm (HxWxD)

Features
It supplies coffee, espresso, cappuccino, latte macchiato, hot milk, 
caffelatte or hot water at the touch of a button
Fully automatic for 1-2 cups
Quantity programme for cups with three different sizes
Height adjustable nozzle 80-110 mm
Heated cup tray
Water tank capacity: 1.8 litres
Capacity for coffee beans: 200 g 
Container for 14 coffee residues
Led light

Functions
Grinding setting (13 levels)
Pre-supply temperature setting
Programmable supply temperature
Programmable grind level
Programmable water hardness setting
Automatic switch-on/off
Integrated cleaning programme
Automatic descaling programme

Accessories
750 ml removable milk container 

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 1.35 kW-16 A
Power cord: 1.8 metres with schuko plug
Delivery pressure: 15 bars
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Dimensions 
142 × 596 × 547 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Black glass front panel
Display with touch controls
Push/pull opening system
The removable telescopic runners make it easy-to-use
Stainless steel interior  
Capacity for 14 Ø 27 cm plates
Warmed tempered glass internal support
LED indicator
Delayed start (from 30 minutes to six hours)
Timed operation

Functions
Keep warm function
Plate/cup warmer function
Sabbatical day function
Yoghurt programme
Added fan resistance 
Electronic temperature control
Temperature range 30-80°C

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz 
Power consumption: 0.8 kW-16 A
Power cord: 1.7 metres with schuko plug

14 CM WARMING DRAWER

Warming drawer

Code Description VAT included

WDEAV1C        34003.66.002           W      ARMING DRAWER            ₪  7 ,900

Front side size detail

Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Dimensions 
142 × 596 × 547 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Black glass front panel with soft touch controls
Stainless steel inner compartment
Push/pull opening system 
The removable telescopic runners make it easy-to-use
Chamber capacity 95x350x258 mm
Maximum bag size 240x350 mm

Functions
Three suction levels up to 99.9% (liquids and fruit / fish, meat, vegetables 
and frozen food)
To prepare food for sous vide Vacuisine© cooking (vacuum)
To vacuum-pack liquid foods (soups, sauces, etc.)

Accessories
Vacuum kit for bottles and jars

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50 Hz 
Power consumption: 0.32 kW-16 A
Power cord: 1.7 metres with schuko plug
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596 547

600

≥550
14
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z

Vacuum drawer

Code Description VAT included

VS60144            36001.66.022             VACUUM DRAWER              ₪14,790 

Accessories to be ordered separately:

Code Description VAT excluded VAT included

1012506 180x280 mm BAGS ₪ ₪ 

1012507 240X350 mm BAGS ₪ ₪ 

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Front side size detail

8.
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Z

14 CM VACUUM DRAWER

1029496 VACUISINE FELT PAD ₪ ₪ 
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COMBINED INSTALLATIONS OF MICROWAVE OVENS, OVENS, COFFEE MACHINE AND DRAWERS 

ABOVE oven h 454
BELOW oven h 454
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ABOVE coff ee machine h 454
BELOW oven h 454
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Support bracket K50572Oven Warming or vacuum drawer

50

The column installation 
bracket should be installed 
at least 50 mm inwards from 
the column flush.

Size detail

W
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ABOVE oven h 454
BELOW warming or vacuum drawer h 142
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ABOVE steam oven h 454 
IN THE MIDDLE multifunction oven h 598
BELOW warming or vacuum drawer h 142
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596 547
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4
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94

45
0

X

60
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Z

W

Code Description VAT Excluded VAT included

K50572 BRACKETS KIT ₪

Accessories to be ordered separately:

Telescopic runners for multi-function and steam ovens

Code Model VAT Excluded VAT included

K40207 COMBAIR SE/SL/SLP ₪ ₪ 

K40208 COMBAIR XSL ₪ ₪ 

1045108 COMBAIR-STEAM SL ₪  ₪ 

K40211 COMBI-STEAM XSL ₪ ₪ 

Support brackets kit for column installations

Code Model VAT Excluded VAT included

1012933 COMBI-STEAM XSL (page 54) ₪ ₪ 

Exhaust pipe for steam oven with a direct connection
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FullFlex Dual Design GK11TIFKZ induction hob
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886±1

≥50

490±1

≥50
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=
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≥490

50
1

897

Y

Y

Ri  1,5

Ra  5

72

Standard installation

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail

Dimensions 
76 × 897 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Colour touch graphic display in six languages
Exclusive anthracite-coloured scratch-resistant surface (see page 35)
84x44 cm single cooking surface
Six cooking zones 
Total freedom for positioning pots
17 power levels
Recognition of cookware base (minimum Ø 10 cm)
Pause button
Safety package with overheating protection
Timer with acoustic signal
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

���� 

Simmering
Professional mode (change the power level by moving the pots from one 
area to another)
Memory function
Teppanyaki function
Ecomanagement (customisable power consumption from 0.65 to 11.1 kW)

Functions
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Heating
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off 
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
AutopowerPlus
Restoration

Accessories
Teppanyaki kit

Connection data
Two-phase power supply: 380/415 V/50-60 Hz  
Two-phase power consumption: 7.4 kW-32A
Three-phase power supply: 380/415/50-60 Hz
Three-phase power consumption: 11.1 kW-50 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

Code    Description VAT included

GK11TIFKZ/GK11TIXFKZ FULLFLEX31062.66.002 /31093.00.002 26,850 ₪ ו- 35,600 ₪   

1: gap for correct air recirculation with a 900 mm wide cabinet

*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

≥1
0

*

/

≥8
2 72

Y - Y

SCRATCH-RESISTANT ANTHRACITE FULLFLEX DUAL DESIGN INDUCTION HOB 

Teppanyaki kit (supplied)
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76
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≥
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Flush installation
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886 490
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R0–5

8 5  0
-1

8 5  0
-0 5 8

5
8

5
+1   0

+1 0

Size detail

Requirements for optimal ventilation

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness
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Dual Design MaxiFlex Induction hob GK56TIMSZO
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Ri 1 5

Standard installation

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail

Code                                             Description VVAT included

GK56TIMSZO        31020.66.502         INDUCTION HOB             ₪ 1 7,870 

1: gap for correct air recirculation with a 900 mm wide cabinet

*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

≥1
0 

*

≥6
0

/

53
3

Y - Y

DUAL DESIGN OPTIGLASS MAXIFLEX INDUCTION HOB

Dimensions 
53.3 × 897 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
A 28 cm cooking zone 
Five cooking zones
Nine power levels
Innovative ease-of-cooking 
Recognition of cookware base (10-28 cm)
Pause button
Safety package with overheating protection
Timer with acoustic signal
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

OptiGlass glass
Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off 
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration

Cooking zone power
Zone 1 front left: 1.85 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Zone 2 rear left: 1.85 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
1.85 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Zone 4 rear right: 2.30 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Zone 5 front right: 1.40 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz  
Single phase power consumption: 11.1 kW-48 A
Three-phase power supply: 380/415 V 3N/50-60 Hz
Three-phase power consumption: 11.1 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Flush installation
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Requirements for optimal ventilation

Y - Y

Z

886 490
Ra  5

R0–5

8 5  0
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8 5  0
-0,5 8

5
8

5
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+1 0

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness

Size detail
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DUAL DESIGN OPTIGLASS MAXIFLEX INDUCTION HOB

Dimensions
51.7 × 571 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
Four cooking zones
Nine power levels
Recognition of cookware base (10-22 cm)
Pause button
Safety package with overheating protection
Timer with acoustic signal
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

OptiGlass glass
Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration

Cooking zone power
Rear left: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Front left: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Rear right: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Front right: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz  
Single phase power consumption: 7.4 kW-32 A
Three-phase power supply: 380/415 V 2N/50-60 Hz
Three-phase power consumption: 7.4 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

Dual Design MaxiFlex Induction hob GK46TIMSZO

Code                                          Description VVAT included

GK46TIMSZO                                      INDUCTION HOB31014.66.402 ₪ 11,630 Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Y

Ri  1,5
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490±1
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*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

Size detail

Standard installation
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X - X

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Flush installation Size detail

Y - Y

Z

Requirements for optimal ventilation

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness
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DUAL DESIGN OPTIGLASS MAXIFLEX INDUCTION HOB 

OptiGlass glass
Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration 

Cooking zone power
Rear left: 1.85 kW, PowerPlus 3.0 kW
Front left: 1.85 kW, PowerPlus 3.0 kW
Rear right: 2.30 kW, PowerPlus 3.0 kW
Front right: 1.40 kW, PowerPlus 3.0 kW

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz  
Single phase power consumption: 7.4 kW-32 A
Three-phase power supply: 380/415 V 2N/50-60 Hz
Three-phase power consumption: 7.4 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

Dual Design MaxiFlex Induction hob  GK46TIMASZO

VAT includedCode 

GK46TIMASZO     

Dimensions 
51.7 × 761 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls 
Four cooking zones
Nine power levels 
Recognition of cookware base (10-22) 
Safety package with overheating protection 
Timer with acoustic signal
Pause button
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

INDUCTION HOB ₪ 18,000 Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail
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*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

Standard installation

Description
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Requirements for optimal ventilation
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– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness

Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Flush installation Size detail

X - X

Y - Y
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Dimensions 
51.7 × 384 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls 
Two cooking zones  
Nine power levels
Recognition of cookware base (10-22)
Safety package with overheating protection
Timer with acoustic signal
Pause button
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration 

Cooking zone power
Rear: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Front: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz  
Power consumption: 3.7 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with cable

DUAL DESIGN MAXIFLEX INDUCTION HOB 

Dual Design MaxiFlex Induction hobGK27TIMSZ 

Code                                             Description VAT included

GK27TIMSZ INDUCTION HOB31085.66.205 ₪ 9,720 Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail
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*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

Standard installation
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Requirements for optimal ventilation

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Flush installation Size detail

X - X

Y - Y

Z
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Dimensions 
51.7 × 281 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls 
Two cooking zones 
Nine power levels
Recognition of cookware base (10-22)
Safety package with overheating protection
Timer with acoustic signal
Pause button
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration 

Cooking zone power
Rear: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW
Front: 2.1 kW, PowerPlus 3.7 kW

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz  
Power consumption: 3.7 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

DUAL DESIGN MAXIFLEX INDUCTION HOB

Dual Design MaxiFlex Induction hob GK26TIMSZ 

Code                                            Description VAT included

GK26TIMSZ INDUCTION HOB31001.66.202 בקרוב  Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail
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Requirements for optimal ventilation
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– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Flush installation Size detail

X - X

Y - Y

Z
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DUAL DESIGN WOK INDUCTION HOB

Dimensions 
128.5 × 384 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
One cooking zone
Nine power levels
Supplied Wok kit (30 cm pot, lid, grill and pot rest)
Safety package with overheating protection
Timer with acoustic signal
Pause button
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Simmering

Functions
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Melting
Keep warm
PowerPlus in all cooking zones
Restoration

Accessories
Wok kit 

Cooking zone power
PowerPlus 3.0 kW

Connection data
Power supply: 220-240 V/50-60 Hz  
Power consumption: 3 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

Dual design Wok Induction hob GK16TIWSZ

Code    Description VAT included

GK16TIWSZ WOK INDUCTION HOB31010.66.102 ₪ 13,100 Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail
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*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

Standard installation

Wok kit (supplied)
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For lower disassembly

Blow 
hot air

Ventilate air

Central fan

Suitable for lower disassembly

Ventilation gap surface min. 25 cm² 
Ventilation space needed below the worktop

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Requirements for optimal ventilation

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness

Flush installation Size detail

Y - Y

Z
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Dimensions  
64 × 571 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
Two cooking zones (front/rear)
Nine temperature levels (70-240°C)
Safety package with overheating protection
Energy saving through induction 
Timer with acoustic signal
Pause button
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

OptiClean for easy cleaning 
Automatic function ideal for meat, fish and vegetables

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
Bridge (zone connection) 
Restoration

Accessories
Two spatulas 
A Cover 

Cooking zone power
Rear: 2.8 kW
Front: 2.8 kW

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220/240/50-60 Hz  
Single phase power consumption: 5.6 kW-32A
Three-phase power supply: 380-415V 2N/50-60 Hz  
Three-phase power consumption: 5.6 kW-16 A 
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

Code                                          Description VAT included

GK27TIYSZ TEPPANYAKI ₪ 22,000 

Dual design teppanyaki induction hob GK27TIYSZ

Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Standard installation

DUAL DESIGN TEPPANYAKI INDUCTION HOB
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*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

Size detail

Cover (supplied)
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Requirements for optimal ventilation

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness
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Size detail

DUAL DESIGN TEPPANYAKI INDUCTION HOB

Dimensions 
64 × 384 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
Two front/rear induction cooking zones
Nine temperature levels (70-240°C)
Safety package with overheating protection
Energy saving through induction 
Timer with acoustic signal
Pause button
EcoStandby 

Exclusive V-ZUG

OptiClean for easy cleaning
Automatic function ideal for meat, fish and vegetables

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
Bridge (zone connection) 
Restoration

Accessories
Two spatulas 
A Cover 

Cooking zone power
Rear: 1.4 kW 
Front: 1.4 kW

Connection data
Power supply: 220-240/50-60 Hz  
Power consumption: 2.8 kW-16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 m cable without plug

Dual design teppanyaki induction hob GK17TIYSZ

Code                                            Description VAT included

GK17TIYSZ TEPPANYAKI31076.66.205 ₪ 17,500 Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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*Leave the gaps to guarantee ventilation spaces

Standard installation

Cover (supplied)
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Requirements for optimal ventilation

– 5 mm minimum front side gap – 10 mm minimum free height below hob – 20 mm minimum / 40 mm maximum worktop thickness
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Flush installation Size detail
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DUAL DESIGN GAS HOB

Dimensions 
98 × 384 × 501 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
Two cooking zones 
Safety valve
Cast iron wire shelves
Cleaning protection
Automatic flame monitoring 
Residual heat indicator
Timer with acoustic signal
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Automatic switch-on 
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration

Cooking zone power
Front: standard 1.7 kW burner
Rear: ultra-fast 3 kW burner

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220/240 V – 50/60 Hz
Single phase power consumption: 0.22 kW - 16 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 metre cable with three wires (L1, T, 
N) without plug supplied
Natural gas power: 6.0 kW
Gas pressure: 20 mbar

2-burner Dual Design hob GAS421GSAZ

Code Description VAT included

GAS421GSAZ GAS HOB ₪ 9,900

Size detail

Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Standard installation

*minimum distance between the top side of the worktop and any drawer
**minimum distance between the hob rear and any drawer 
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Flush installation Size detail
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When mounting a suction hood above the gas hob 
keep a minimum distance of 750 mm.
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Gas connection positioning
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min. 450
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DUAL DESIGN GAS HOB

Dimensions 
98 × 571 × 501 mm (HxWxD) 

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
Four cooking zones 
Safety valve
Cast iron wire shelves
Cleaning protection
Automatic flame monitoring 
Residual heat indicator
Timer with acoustic signal
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Automatic switch-on 
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration

Cooking zone power
Front left: 1.7 kW standard burner
Rear left: 1.7 kW standard burner
Rear right: ultra-rapid 3 kW burner
Front right:  energy-saving burner: 1 kW 

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220/240 V – 50/60 Hz
Single phase power consumption: 0.22 kW - 10 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 metre cable with three wires (L1, T, N) 
without plug (supplied)
Natural gas power: 6.0 kW
Gas pressure: 20 mbar

Ra 0-5 

600

560 ±1

49
0 ±

1

≥ 50

≥ 50

≥
30

600

98

501

Y

Y

571

Ri 1 5

4-burner Dual Design hob GAS641GSAZ

Code Description VAT included

GAS641GSAZ                                                 GAS HOB31071.66.415 ₪ 15,980 Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail

Y - Y

Standard installation

*minimum distance between the top side of the worktop and any drawer
**minimum distance between the hob rear and any drawer

98≥9
5
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≥3
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≥8
1

≥90

≥3
0
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Flush installation Size detail

Y - Y

When mounting a suction hood above the gas hob 
keep a minimum distance of 750 mm.
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Gas connection positioning

min. 750
min. 450
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Dimensions
98 x 897 x 501 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Dual Design
Digital display with slider controls
Four cooking zones 
Safety valve
Cast iron wire shelves
Cleaning protection
Automatic flame monitoring 
Residual heat indicator
Timer with acoustic signal
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Automatic boost
Simmering

Functions 
Cleaning protection/childproof lock
Automatic switch-on 
Melting
Keep warm
Cooking duration with automatic shut-off
Bridge (zone connection)
Restoration

Cooking zone power
Front central: 1.7 kW standard burner
Rear left: 1.7 kW standard burner
Rear right: ultra-rapid 3 kW burner
Front right:  energy-saving burner: 1 kW 

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220/240 V–50/60 Hz
Single phase power consumption: 0.22 kW-10 A
Electrical connection: direct with 1.7 metre cable with three wires (L1, T, N) 
without plug (supplied) 
Natural gas power: 6.0 kW
Gas pressure: 20 mbar

98

825
=

=

≥49
0

≥3
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≥90

Ra 0-5

900

≥3
0

60
0

886±1 

≥50

49
0±

1 
≥50

98

897
Ri 1 5

Y

50
1

Y

DUAL DESIGN GAS HOB

5-burner Dual Design hob GAS951GSAZ

Code Description VAT included

GAS951GSAZ            GAS HOB31072.66.515                                 ₪ 19,800 Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Size detail

*minimum distance between the top side of the worktop and any drawer
**minimum distance between the hob rear and any drawer

Y - Y

Standard installation
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1

≥90

≥3
0
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Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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min. 750
min. 450

When mounting a suction hood above the gas hob 
keep a minimum distance of 750 mm.

Flush installation Size detail

Y - Y
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Gas connection positioning
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EXAMPLES OF COMBINED HOB INSTALLATIONS

A
A

A-A

281

B

3

285.5

A ±1

384

B

3

388.5

A ±1

501

min. 600507±1

min. 41.5

min. 41.5

501

507±1

min. 41.5

min. 41.5
min. 600

min. 41.5

8.
5

± 
0.

5

8.5
0
-1

Intermediate 
separation profile 
Code H63789

Intermediate 
separation profile 
Code H63789

Hob sequence         B             A +/-1
(Width)

   30+40            388,5         674 +/- 1
   30+60            575,5         861 +/- 1

Hob sequence         B             A +/-1
(Width)

   40+40            388,5         777 +/- 1
   40+60            575,5         964 +/- 1

Accessories to be ordered separately:

Code Description VAT Excluded VAT included

H63789 FLANKED HOBS PROFILE 2PZ ₪ ₪
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281

B

3843
3

285.5

388.5

A ± 1

384

384

B

3
3

388.5

388.5

501

507± 1

min. 600

min. 41.5

min. 41.5

501

507± 1

min. 600

min. 41.5

min. 41.5

A±1

Intermediate 
separation profile 
Code H63789

Intermediate 
separation profile 
Code  H63789

Hobe sequence      B             A +/-1
(Width)

   30+40+40          387         1061 +/- 1
   30+60+40          574         1248 +/- 1

Hob sequence         B             A +/-1
(Width)

   40+40+40         387          1164 +/- 1
   40+60+40         574          1351 +/- 1
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Undercounter installation

ADORA SL EXTRA HEIGHT DISHWASHER

Dimensions 
845-961 × 596 × 572 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Display 12 languages
14 place settings
10 programmes
Anti-flooding system 
Childproof lock
"All-in-one" pods option
Automatic door opener 
Forced drying system
24-hour delayed start
Internal LED lighting which is visible from the outside
Water conservation tank with 36-hour timer equipped with water turbidity sensor
Optional hot water connection (up to 90% energy saving)
Three level water jet
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

QuadSensor
SteamFinish
20-minute Sprint programme (55°C)
Daily-short 45 minutes (60°C)
Fondue/raclette programme (65°C)
Silent 37 dB(A)
Party (Five consecutive glasses washings of 11 minutes at 60°C)
Optistart
Puro design (3D movement hinge)
EcoManagement (consumption control)

Programmes
Automatic (60°C) 
Glasses (45°C) 
Intensive (65°C)  
Hygiene (70°C) 
Eco (50°C)
Automatic part load 

Accessories
Fully removable and adjustable upper basket (2-4 cm):
Three racks - Four foldable cup supports - tall glasses compartment
Lower basket: 
Four retractable racks - fully foldable MultiFlex area 
for large trays - Easy prongs for pots, jugs and glasses 
ErgoPlus basket for cutlery and small basket for teaspoons

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.2 kW–16 A
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000
Noise level: 42 dB(A)
Water consumption: from five litres
Power cord: 1.5 metres with schuko plug

ADORA SL extra height dishwasher 

Code  Description VAT included

GS60SLGVIB                                         DISHWASHER41086.66.255 ₪ 18,800 Product dimensions/recessed compartment

*max 961 mm if the 
second grey support base is used

**max 967 mm if the  
second grey support base is used

IMPORTANT NOTES:
*845 mm with a white base and lowered feet (24 mm)

926 mm with a white base and raised feet (81 mm)
If no support base is used, the minimum dishwasher height is 821 mm

All V- ZUG dishwashers, are equipped with two support bases that can be used 
together or separately depending on the recessed compartment height:

WHITE BASE with feet adjustment
GREY BASE with fi xed height

The dishwasher can be installed on both bases (maximum height), or on the white 
base (intermediate height) or directly on the fl oor without using the bases (minimum 

height) depending on the required height.

Support base Installation

35 mm
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Accessories to be ordered separately:

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Column installation

Code Description VAT Excluded VAT included

W83583 SUPPORT PLATE ₪ ₪

1015132 BASKET FOR GLASSES ₪ ₪

W84604* REINFORCED SPRING KIT ₪ ₪

*The supplied springs support panels up to a weight of 7 Kg. To install panels
weighing between 7 and 10.5 kg, order code W84604.

NOTE: for column installation do not use the support bases provided but order the 
special support plate W83583

Support plate for 
column installation

12
0

40

Basket for glasses
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ADORA SL STANDARD DISHWASHER

78
6–

86
7 

**

21
–2

26

78
0–

86
1 

*
30–100

63
9–

75
7

596 572

585

600

16–22

≥ 580
Dishwasher 

panel

Dimensions 
780-896 × 596 × 572 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Display 12 languages
13 place settings
10 programmes
Anti-flooding system 
Childproof lock
"All-in-one" pods option
Automatic door opener 
Forced drying system
24-hour delayed start
Internal LED lighting which is visible from the outside
Water conservation tank with 36-hour timer equipped with water turbidity
sensor
Optional hot water connection (up to 90% energy saving)
Three level water jet
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

QuadSensor
SteamFinish
20-minute Sprint programme (55°C)
Daily-short 45 minutes (60°C)
Fondue/raclette programme (65°C)
Silent 37 dB(A)
Party (Five consecutive glasses washings of 11 minutes at 60°C)
Optistart
Puro design (3D movement hinge)
EcoManagement (consumption control)

Programmes
Automatic programme (60°C) 
Glasses (45°C) 
Intensive (65°C)  
Hygiene (70°C) 
Eco (50°C)
Automatic part load 

Accessories
Fully removable and adjustable upper basket (2-4 cm):
Three racks - Four foldable cup supports - tall glasses compartment
Lower basket: 
Four retractable racks - fully foldable MultiFlex area 
for large trays - Easy prongs for pots, jugs and glasses 
Miscellaneous basket for ladles, wooden spoons, and whisks

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 3.2 kW–16 A
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000
Noise level: 40 dB(A)
Water consumption: from five litres
Power cord: 1.5 metres with schuko plug

ADORA SL standard dishwasher 

Code Description VAT included

GS60SLVI 41059.66.055 ADORA SL  ₪ 1 7,500 

Undercounter installation

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

 *max 896 mm if the 
second grey support base is used

**max 902 mm if the  
second grey support base is used

IMPORTANT NOTES:
*780 mm with a white base and lowered feet (24 mm)

861 mm with a white base and raised feet (81 mm)
If no support base is used, the minimum dishwasher height is 756 mm

All V- ZUG dishwashers, are equipped with two support bases that can be used 
together or separately depending on the recessed compartment height:

WHITE BASE with feet adjustment
GREY BASE with fi xed height

The dishwasher can be installed on both bases (maximum height), or on the white 
base (intermediate height) or directly on the fl oor without using the bases (minimum 

height) depending on the required height.

Support base Installation

35 mm
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Code Description VAT Excluded VAT included

W83583 SUPPORT PLATE ₪ ₪

1015132 BASKET FOR GLASSES ₪ ₪

W84603* REINFORCED SPRING KIT ₪ ₪

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Column installation

*The supplied springs support panels up to a weight of 7 Kg. To install panels
weighing between 7 and 10.5 kg, order code W84603.

NOTE: for column installation do not use the support bases provided but order the 
special support plate W83583

Accessories to be ordered separately:

Support plate for 
column installation

12
0

40

Basket for glasses
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ADORA S DISHWASHER 

Dimensions 
780-896 × 596 × 572 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Digital display
13 place settings
Nine programmes 
Anti-flooding system 
Childproof lock
"All-in-one" pods option
Automatic door opener 
24-hour delayed start
Forced drying system
Halogen internal lighting
Water conservation tank with 36-hour timer equipped
with water turbidity sensor
Optional hot water connection (up to 90% energy saving)
Three level water jet
EcoStandby

Exclusive V-ZUG

Daily-short 29-minute programme (50/60°C) 
Fondue/raclette programme (65°C)
Puro design (3D movement hinge)

Programmes
Automatic (60°C) 
Glasses (45°C) 
Intensive (65°C)  
Hygiene (70°C) 
Eco (50°C)
Pre-wash
Automatic part load 

Accessories
Fully removable and adjustable upper basket (2-4 cm): 
Three racks - Four foldable cup supports - tall glasses compartment
Lower basket: 
cutlery basket arranged as you desire, four adjustable racks, fully-foldable 
MultiFlex area for large trays - Easy prongs for jars, jugs, and glasses
Miscellaneous basket for ladles, wooden spoons, and whisks

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 2.2 kW–16 A
Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000
Noise level: 44 dB(A)
Water consumption: from seven litres
Power cord: 1.5 metres with schuko plug
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Dishwasher 

panel

ADORA S dishwasher

Code Description VAT included

GS60SVI ADORA S41079.66.055 ₪ 14,500 

Undercounter installation

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

*max 896 mm if the 
second grey support base is used

**max 902 mm if the 
second grey support base is used

IMPORTANT NOTES:
*780 mm with a white base and lowered feet (24 mm)

861 mm with a white base and raised feet (81 mm)
If no support base is used, the minimum dishwasher height is 756 mm

All V- ZUG dishwashers, are equipped with two support bases that can be used 
together or separately depending on the recessed compartment height:

WHITE BASE with feet adjustment
GREY BASE with fi xed height

The dishwasher can be installed on both bases (maximum height), or on the white 
base (intermediate height) or directly on the fl oor without using the bases (minimum 

height) depending on the required height.

Support base Installation
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Code Description VAT Excluded VAT included

W83583 SUPPORT PLATE ₪ ₪

W84603* REINFORCED SPRING KIT ₪ ₪

*The supplied springs support panels up to a weight of 7 Kg. To install panels
weighing between 7 and 10.5 kg, order code W84603.

NOTE: for column installation do not use the support bases provided but order the 
special support plate W83583

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Column installation

Support plate for 
column installation

12
0

40

Accessories to be ordered separately:
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40

12
0

160 170

UNDERCOUNTER
INSTALLATION

D
C B

A COLUMN 
INSTALLATION

110 70

Distance from the fl oor 

A. Electrical connection 600 mm

B. Cold water 600 mm

C. Hot water 600 mm

D. Water Drain 400 mm

Dishwasher standard height Left/right connection to adjacent furniture

       Dishwasher extra height Max left/right connection to second-adjacent furniture

Electrical connection

Minimum ambient temperature needed: + 10°C 

Description

Electrical connection cable length 1.5 m

DISHWASHER INSTALLATION

Power outlet

Water shutoff

Hot water 
connection/tap

Cold water 
connection/tap

Water drain pipe
Electrical connection 
cable

Water connection

If the water hardness exceeds 50° fH, it is recommended that a water softener is installed

Value Nominal value Minimum Maximum 

Main static
         dynamic pressure

0.3-0.4 MPa
-

0.1 MPa
0.08 MPa

1.0 MPa
1.0 MPa

Water hardness - 0.5°fH 50°fH

Cold, hot water temperature
.

-
-

5°C
40°C

35°C
60°C

Description

Water drain pipe length 1.55 m
internal diameter 22 m

Water loading pipe with 
shutoff , 3/4 connection

length 1.5 m
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DISHWASHER INSTALLATION

≥ 100*
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Below top insert

Worktop

Dishwasher
panel

 

Top insert for correct air circulation

The exclusive door hinge acts on four fi xed points so that the door is fi rst raised 
and then rotated outwards when it is opened. Thanks to this mechanism, the space 
between the lower end of the panel cover and the base is equal to "zero" for 
perfect integration.
It can be installed in kitchens with a base height of up to 23 mm.

PURO DESIGN: 3D movement hinge

Holes for fi xing the integrated concealed dishwasher panel

16
9

576

4 × ø 2.0

35
0

Depth: 12 cm from the back of the unit

(E
xt

ra
 h

ei
gh

t)

IMPORTANT NOTE: when installing panels weighing between 7 and 10.5 kg, use the special reinforced springs kit that varies according 
to the model (see pages 93, 95 and 97)
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INTEGRATED REFRIGERATOR

Dimensions 
1770 × 559× 544 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Total load capacity: 301 l
FreshControl area useful load capacity: 90 l
LED lighting
Reversible hinge
Annual energy consumption: 133 kWh

Accessories

�����
Touch display
FreshControl area with three drawers 
FlexBox for small containers
SoftTelescope telescopic runners
SoftClosePlus cushioned closure
Six height-adjustable glass racks
A divisible rack
Four-door racks
Compartment for 12 eggs

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 0,13 kW–10 A
Noise level: 37 dB(A)
Power cord: 2.2 metres with schuko plug

JUMBO 60I refrigerator

Code Description VAT included

KJ60IR REFRIGERATOR בקרוב
Product dimensions/recessed compartmentProduct dimensions/recessed compartment

IMPORTANT NOTES:
For a side-by-side installation with freezer model IGLU 60I

place the appliances in two separate compartments.
The sides of adjacent furniture must have a minimum thickness of 16 mm.

The panel cover must have a thickness between 16 and 19 mm
and a maximum weight of 26 kg.

If a wall cupboard is placed above the appliance, provide a 3 mm space.
Provide at least 200 cm² ventilation for each

 appliance in the front base and at the top of the refrigerator. 
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INTEGRATED FREEZER

Dimensions 
1770 ×559× 544 mm (HxWxD)

Features
NoFrost technology
Quick freezing
Total load useful capacity: 213 l
LED lighting
Reversible hinge
Annual energy consumption: 244 kWh

Accessories 

��
Touch display 
Eight fully pull-out drawers 
SoftClosePlus cushioned closure

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 0,251 kW–10 A
Noise level: 38 dB(A)
Freezing capacity: 18 kg in 24h
Life time during failure: 14 h
Power cord: 2.2 metres with schuko plug

IGLU 60I Freezer

Code Description VAT included

KIG60IR FREEZER בקרוב
Product dimensions/recessed compartmentdimensions/recessed compartmen

IMPORTANT NOTES:
For a side-by-side installation with JUMBO 60I refrigerator

place the appliances in two separate compartments.
The sides of adjacent furniture must have a minimum thickness of 16 mm.

The panel cover must have a thickness between 16 and 19 mm
and a maximum weight of 26 kg.

If a wall cupboard is placed above the appliance, provide a 3 mm space.
Provide at least 200 cm² ventilation for each

appliance in the front base and at the top of the refrigerator. 
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INTEGRATED COMBINED REFRIGERATOR 

Dimensions 
1770 × 559× 544 mm (HxWxD)

Features 
NoFrost technology
Total load capacity: 284 l
Refrigerator load capacity: 257 l
Freezer load capacity: 27 l
LED lighting
Reversible hinge
Annual energy consumption: 160 kWh

Refrigerator features

�����
Touch display
FreshControl area with three drawers
FlexBox for small containers
SoftTelescope telescopic runners
SoftClosePlus cushioned closure
Four height-adjustable glass racks
A divisible rack
A fixed glass rack above the drawers
Three drawers 
A wire shelf
Four-door racks
Compartment for 12 eggs

Freezer features
Touch display
A wire shelf

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 0,13 kW–10 A
Noise level: 35 dB(A)
Freezing capacity: 3 kg/24h
Life time during failure: 17 h
Power cord: 2.2 metres with schuko plug

MAGNUM 2 60I ECO combined refrigerator

Code                                       Description VAT included

KM2IECO COMBINED REFRIGERATOR בקרוב
Product dimensions/recessed compartment

IMPORTANT NOTES:
The sides of adjacent furniture must have a minimum thickness of 16 mm.

The panel cover must have a thickness between 16 and 19 mm
and a maximum weight of 26 kg.

If a wall cupboard is placed above the appliance, provide a 3 mm space.
Provide at least 200 cm² ventilation in the front base and at the top air outlet point 

of the refrigerator. 

Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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90 CM COLUMN WINE CABINET

Dimensions 
901 × 594× 566 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Mirror glass frame
Black handle
Total load capacity: 144 l
Wine bottle capacity: 36 of 0.75l
Two temperature zones from 5 to 18°C
Two digital displays for the two temperature zones 
A height adjustable separation rack for white/red wine
Six fine beech wood racks
Four LED lights
Switch for fixed internal lighting
Supercool function for the white wine compartment

Accessories

���	
Digital display
HygienePlus
Independent temperature regulation
SoftClose door closure
Annual energy consumption: 159 kWh

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-230V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 0,1 kW–10 A
Noise level: 39 dB(A)
Power cord: 2.2 metres with schuko plug

Product dimensions/recessed compartment

Code Description VAT Excluded VAT included

1031817 INSTALLATION KIT ₪ ₪

Accessories to be ordered separately:

WINECOOLER SL column wine cabinet 

Code Description VAT included

KW90SL60gr            629462              WINECOOLER SL   ₪ 26,900 

Right Hinge 

KW90SL60gl            629462      WINECOOLER SL   ₪ 26,900

Left Hinge

Note: 

specify the right (gr) or left (gl) hinge when ordering

אין למכור ללא תיאום עם המטבח הדיגי
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UNDERCOUNTER WINE CABINET

Dimensions 
816 × 597× 571 mm (HxWxD)

Features
Mirror glass frame
Total load capacity: 94 l
Wine bottle capacity: 34 of 0.75 l
Two temperature zones from 5 to 20°C
Two digital displays for the two temperature zones
Three fine beech wood racks
Two fixed racks  
Two LED lights 
Switch for fixed internal lighting
Supercool function for the white wine compartment
Reversible hinge

Exclusive V-ZUG


	��
Touch to open
Digital display
SoftClose door closure
Independent temperature regulation
Annual energy consumption: 144 kWh

Connection data
Single phase power supply: 220-240V/50 Hz
Power consumption: 0,13 kW–10 A
Noise level: 36 dB(A)
Power cord: 2.2 metres with schuko plug

WINECOOLER UC SL undercounter wine cabinet 

Code Description VAT included

KWUCSL60gr WINECOOLER UC SL             בקרוב 
Product dimensions/recessed compartment
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Coff ee machines

Combi-steam ovens, multi-function ovens, microwave ovens

� Coff ee bean selection

� Dispensed quantity selection 

� One cup

� Two cups

� Hot water

� Cappuccino

� Latte macchiato

	 Caff elatte


 Ventilated cooking

� High humidity ventilated cookin

� Ventilated-steam combined cooking

 PizzaPlus

� Top and bottom heat

� High Humidity Top/bottom heat

� Top heat

� Bottom heat

� Grill

� Ventilated grill

� Steaming (30-100°C)

� Thawing

Plate warming

��� Microwave

� AutomaticPlus

Vacuisine© (30-100°C)

Keep warm

� Top/bottom heat*            

� Ventilated cooking*

� PizzaPlus*

� Grill*

�
Conventional ventilated cooking
combined with steam*

� Steaming* 

� Ventilated grill*

� High Humidity Top/bottom heat*

Bottom heat*

! High humidity ventilated cooking*

" Regeneration*

# Regeneration

$ PowerRegeneration

% PowerSteam

� CombiCrunch

& Gourmet Guide

' Professional baking

( BakeOmatic

)
SoftRoasting (automatic low-tempera-
ture cooking)

* SoftRoasting with browning

+ SoftRoasting with steam

, Automatic regeneration

- Stored recipes

. Stored personal recipes

/ EasyCook

0 Favourites

1 Fast preheating

2
Automatic adjustment
Summer/winter time

3 Pyrolytic self-cleaning

4 Inverter technology 

Hygiene function

Wellness/Oshibori function

KEY OF SYMBOLS

*Can be combined with a microwave.
Available only on Combi-Steam MSLQ.

Other symbols

5 After-sales support

6 Extremely silent

7 Multilanguage display
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Dishwashers

Automatic programme

SteamFinish

Daily-short programme

Daily programme

Glasses short programme

Short programme

Sprint programme 55°C 

Glasses programme

Intensive programme

Fondue/raclette programme

Optistart programme

Hygiene programme

Prewash programme

Eco programme

Automatic part load

Service light

Standby energy saving

Childproof lock

24-hour delayed start

"All-in-one" pods options

ErgustoPlus cutlery basket

Anti-scale sensor

Turbidity sensor

Rinse aid level sensor

Water hardness sensor 

Automatic door opener

Water consumption from fi ve litres

4 LED lighting

14
Number of place settings (14)

13
Number of place settings (13)

Party

Hobs

Cooking duration with automatic 
shut-off 

PowerPlus in all cooking zones

PowerTronic

Timer with acoustic signal

Slider command

Pause button

Nine power levels

Graphic display in 4 languages

Automatic boost

Cleaning protection

Bridge function

Meat programme

Simmering

Vegetable programme

Fish programme

Melting function

Recognition of cookware diameter 
(10– 22 cm)

External command

Safety settings
- Childproof lock programme
- Safety switch off 
- Overheating protection

BakeOmatic 

Temperature Control

80 Cooking zone width

Acoustic signal setting
(on/off )

Keep warm function

� Professional mode

� Memory function

� Teppanyaki function

Refrigerators, freezers, and wine cabinets

� Wine compartment

� Digital display

� FreshControl

� FreshBox

� FlexBox

� SoftTelescope

� HygienePlus

	 SoftClose slow-down closure

� SoftClosePlus cushioned closure


 Touch to open

�
Separate temperature
regulation

 NoFrost
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COMBI-STEAM MSLQ COMBAIR-STEAM SL COMBI-STEAM XSL COMBI-STEAM XSL
with water connection

FEATURES

Black mirror fi nish in tempered glass ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Retractable handle ✓ ✓ ✓

Lighting Halogen Halogen Halogen Halogen

Oven compartment capacity (litres) 55 55 51 51

Height (cm) 60 60 45 45

Gross weight (kg) 61.5 50 43 43

Energetic effi  ciency rating A A+ A+ A+

Dual enamelled oven compartment/stainless steel oven compartment ✓/- ✓/- -/ ✓ -/ ✓

Multilingual colour touch display with adjustment knob ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

EXCLUSIVE V-ZUG

EasyCook (cooking suggestions) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PowerSteam ✓

Steaming and Vacuisine© (30-100°C) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Quick temperature lowering ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BakeOmatic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking with browning/steaming) ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓

Automatic regeneration ✓/ ✓ ✓/ ✓ ✓/ ✓ ✓/ ✓

PowerRegeneration ✓

Professional baking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

86 Magic Steam recipes (supplied recipe book) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

65 Quick Steam recipes (supplied recipe book) ✓

39 Versatile Cooking Recipes (supplied recipe book) ✓

Wellness/Oshibori function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Electronic Steam System (ESS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Climate Control System (CCS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

FUNCTIONS 

Top/bottom heat ✓ ✓

High Humidity Top/bottom heat ✓ ✓

Bottom heat ✓ ✓

Ventilated cooking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ventilated-steam cooking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

High humidity ventilated cooking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PizzaPlus ✓ ✓

Grill ✓ ✓

Ventilated grill ✓ ✓

Thawing ✓

Regeneration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fast preheating ✓ ✓

Integrated descaling programme ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Keep warm/plate warming ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hygiene programme ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CONNECTION DATA

50 Hz single phase power supply 220-230 V 220-230 V 220-230 V 220-230 V

Single phase power consumption kW/A 3.7 kW-16 A 3.7 kW-16 A 3.7 kW-16 A 3.7 kW-16 A

Three-phase power supply contact Frigo 2000 

Power cord 2.5 m without schuko plug 2.1 m with schuko plug 2.1 m with schuko plug 2.1 m with schuko plug

COMBI-STEAM MICROWAVE OVEN AND COMBI-STEAM OVENS - PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL OVENS - PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

COMBAIR SLP COMBAIR SL COMBAIR SE COMBAIR XSL

FEATURES

Black mirror fi nish in tempered glass ✓ ✓ ✓

Black mirror fi nish with retractable handle ✓ ✓

Lighting Halogen Halogen Halogen Halogen

Oven compartment capacity (litres) 68 68 68 50

Height (cm) 60 60 60 45

Gross weight (kg) 53 53 48 45

Energetic effi  ciency rating A A A A

TopClean cooking compartment ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Multilingual colour touch display and adjustment knob ✓ ✓ ✓

Timer with acoustic signal and daylight-saving time synchronisation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

EXCLUSIVE V-ZUG

EasyCook (cooking suggestions) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BakeOmatic ✓ ✓ ✓

SoftRoasting (automatic low-temperature cooking with temperature-measuring probe) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CCS sensors (Climate Control System) ✓ ✓ ✓

39 Versatile Cooking Recipes (supplied recipe book) ✓ ✓ (PDF) ✓

FUNCTIONS

Top/bottom heat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

High Humidity Top/bottom heat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ventilated ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

High humidity ventilated ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PizzaPlus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grill ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pyrolytic self-cleaning ✓

CONNECTION DATA 

50 Hz single phase power supply 220-230 V 220-230V  
220-230 V 220-230 V

Single phase power consumption kW/V 3.4 kW–16 A 3.4 kW–16 A 3.4 kW–16 A 3.3 kW–16 A

Three-phase power supply contact Frigo 2000 

Power cord 2.5 m with schuko plug 2.5 m with schuko plug 2.5 m with schuko plug 2.5 m with schuko plug
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FEATURES 
Dual Design (standard or fl ush) 
installation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Width in cm 90 90 57 76 38 28 38 57 38

Depth in cm 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Gross weight (Kg) 26 8.5 10.5 12 6.5 5.5 9 12.5 8

Cooking zones 6 5 4 4 2 2 1 2 2
Number of zones with PowerPlus 
function 5 4 4 2 2 1

Power levels 17 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Colour digital display with slider controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recognition of cookware base ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Anti-heat safety package ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pause button ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Timer with acoustic signal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

EcoStandby ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

EXCLUSIVE V-ZUG

Scratch-resistant Optiglass ✓ ✓ ✓

OptiClean ✓ ✓

Memory function ✓

Professional mode ✓

Teppanyaki kit ✓

Ecomanagement ✓

Automatic boost ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Simmering ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Automatic function (meat, fi sh and 
vegetables) ✓ ✓

FUNCTIONS

Cleaning protection/childproof lock ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Melting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Heating ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Keep warm ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Cooking duration with automatic shut-off ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PowerPlus in 6 cooking zones ✓

AutopowerPlus ✓

Restoration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Bridge (zone connection) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CONNECTION DATA

50 - 60 Hz single phase power supply 380-415 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V

Single phase power consumption kW/A 7.4 kW - 32 A 11.1 kW -
48 A 7.4 kW - 32 A 7.4 kW - 32 A 3.7 kW - 16 A 3.7 kW - 16 A 3 kW - 16 A 5.6 kW - 32 A 2.8 kW - 16 A

50 - 60 Hz three-phase power supply 380-415 V 380-415 V 380-415 V 380-415 V 380-415 V

Three-phase power consumption kW- A 11.1 kW - 
16 A

11.1 kW - 
16 A 7.4 kW - 16 A 7.4 kW -16 A 5.6 kW - 16 A

1.7 m direct cable connection without a plug ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

INDUCTION HOBS - PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 
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ADORA SL
Extra Height ADORA SL ADORA S 

FEATURES

Height (mm) 845–961 780-896 780-896

Gross weight (kg) 55 55 55

Built-in version ✓ ✓ ✓

Multilanguage display (12 languages) ✓ ✓ ✓

Number of standard place settings 14 13 13

Number of programmes 12 12 9

Anti-fl ooding system ✓ ✓ ✓

Childproof lock ✓ ✓ ✓

"All-in-one" pods option ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic door opener ✓ ✓ ✓

24-hour delayed start ✓ ✓ ✓

Forced drying system ✓ ✓ ✓

Internal lighting LED LED Halogen

Energetic effi  ciency rating A+++ (-10%) A+++ (-10%) A+++ (-10%)

Drying cycle energy effi  ciency rating A A A

Ecostandby (automatic standby mode 0 watt) ✓ ✓ ✓

EXCLUSIVE V-ZUG

QuadSensor intelligent four sensor system (limescale/rinse aid/turbidity/water hardness) ✓ ✓

SteamFinish ✓ ✓

20-minute Sprint programme 55°C* ✓ ✓

Fondue/raclette programme 65°C ✓ ✓ ✓

Silent ✓ ✓

Party Programme (Five consecutive glasses washings of 11 minutes at 60°C) ✓ ✓

Daily-short (29 minutes) ✓

Daily-short (45 minutes)* ✓ ✓

Optistart ✓ ✓

PuroDesign 3D movement hinge ✓ ✓ ✓

EcoManagement ✓ ✓

PROGRAMMES

Automatic ✓ ✓ ✓

Glasses ✓ ✓ ✓

Intensive ✓ ✓ ✓

Hygiene ✓ ✓ ✓

Eco ✓ ✓ ✓

Pre-wash ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic part load ✓ ✓ ✓

ACCESSORIES

Integrated glasses holder ✓ ✓ ✓

height adjustable upper basket ✓ ✓ ✓

Lower basket with adjustable hinged pins (for glasses) ✓ ✓ ✓

Upper basket with adjustable hinged pins (for glasses) ✓ ✓ ✓

Miscellaneous basket for ladles, wooden spoons, and whisks ✓ ✓

ErgoPlus basket ✓

CONNECTION DATA

50 Hz single phase power supply 220-230 V 220-230 V 220-230 V

Single phase power consumption kW/A 3.2 kW - 16 A 3.2 kW - 16 A 2.2 kW - 16 A

Three-phase installation: contact Frigo 2000

Water pressure 1-10 MPa 1-10 MPa 1-10 MPa 

Power cord 1.5 m with schuko plug1.5 m with schuko plug1.5 m with schuko plug

*with a connection to 220-230V/2.2 kW 16 A add seven minutes.

DISHWASHERS - PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 
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JUMBO 
60I

IGLU 
60I

MAGNUM 2 
60I 

WINECOOLER 
SL

WINECOOLER 
UC SL

FEATURES

Black mirror fi nish in tempered glass ✓

Handle ✓ TouchOpen

Lighting LED LED LED LED LED

Dimensions in cm (HxWxD) 177x55.9x54.4 177x55.9x54.4 177x55.9x54.5 90.1x59.4x56.6 81.6x59.7x57.1

Recessed compartment dimensions in cm (HxWxD) 177.2x56x55 177.2x56x55 177.2x56x55 90.6x56x55 82x60x58

A door ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Integrated ✓ ✓ ✓ column undercounter

Refrigerator load capacity (l) 301 - 257 144 (36 bottles) 94 (34 bottles)

Freezer load capacity() - 213 27 - -

Energetic effi  ciency rating A++ A++ A+++ A A

Average annual consumption (kW/h) 133 244 160 159 144

Noise level 37 38 35 39 36

Weight (Kg) 74.7 82.2 70.7 51 48

Life time during failure (h) 14 17 - -

Freezing capacity (kg/24h) - 18 3

Climate class SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-ST SN-ST

ACCESSORIES

FreshControl zone ✓ ✓

FlexBox ✓ ✓

SoftTelescope ✓ ✓

LED lights ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Divisible rack ✓ ✓

Separate temperature regulation 5-18 °C 5-20 °C

Digital display ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TouchControl ✓ ✓ ✓

Quick freezing ✓

SuperCool function ✓ ✓

SoftClose ✓ ✓

SoftClosePlus ✓ ✓ ✓

CONNECTION DATA

50 Hz single phase power supply 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-240 V 220-230 V 220-240 V

Power consumption kW/A 0.13 kW-10 A 0.251 kW-10 A 0.13 kW-10 A 0.1 kW-10 A 0.13 kW-10 A

Power cord with schuko plug 2.2 m 2.2 m 2.2 m 2.2 m 2.2 m

REFRIGERATOR, FREEZER, COMBINED REFRIGERATOR AND WINE CABINETS PRODUCT - SPECIFICATIONS

TWO-YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS 
V- ZUG has a policy of continuous improvement of its products and reserves 
the right to change materials, features, and colours without notice. Make
sure that the product you are interested in has the features and dimensions
shown on this list.

Abimis Prisma Srl, San Paolo di Pia (TV)
Ego design Alberto Torsello
abimis.com page18

Bulthaup Porta Nuova Eurostyling, Milano
bulthaup b1. 
eurostyling.it page20

Comprex class design, Milano
Linea Rialto
comprex.it page30

Key Cucine, Montecchio Precalcino (VI)
Factory design Key Sbabo
keysbabo.com page38

The company reserves the right to change prices without notice. Transport 
and installation are excluded and can only be set by the retailer.

CREDITS:
AD Cose e Suggerimenti, Treviso
Boffi   Salinas Design AD Cose e Suggerimenti
adtreviso.com  page 36

Molteni&C|Dada Milan Flagship Store, Milano
Vela Design Dante Bonuccelli
moltenigroup.com page24

Haidacher sas di Jochen Haidacher & C., Perca BZ
Villa Kontor design Jochen Haidacher
haidacher.it page 6-7

Rifra, Milano 
kube design Rifra 
rifra.com page4-5



אולם התצוגה של המטבח הדיגיטלי מתפרש על פני כ- 350 מ"ר בו תוכלו להיחשף 

למכשור המתקדם ביותר למטבח ולבית, של המותגים המובילים בעולם בתחומם:

.BORA השוויצרי והמותג הגרמני V-ZUG , האמריקאיים WOLF-ו SUB-ZERO

הייחודיות של המטבח הדיגיטלי באה לידי ביטוי בקונספט חדשני, המשלב מטבח 

פעיל בו שפים מתחלפים מכינים מדי יום ארוחה הכוללת מספר מנות מוקפדות.

לארוחה זו מוזמנים להגיע לקוחות מתעניינים, אדריכלים ומעצבי פנים, במטרה 

להמחיש עבורם כמה פשוט ונוח להשתמש במוצרים עצמם ולהדגים את יכולות 

הביצוע והאיכויות הגבוהות של כל מוצר.

וזוהי תחילתה של מערכת  חווית השירות הייחודית ממשיכה גם לאחר המכירה, 

יחסים ארוכת טווח עם צוות המטבח הדיגיטלי.

הלקוח,  בבית  ההתקנה  לקראת  הכנה  בדיקת  מתבצעת  המוצרים,  רכישת  לאחר 

ובמידת הצורך נעשות התאמות מטעם המטבח הדיגיטלי מול הלקוח ומול חברות 

המטבחים.

מוזמנים להתרשם באולם התצוגה ממגוון המוצרים:

מקררים, תנורים משולבים בישול, אידוי ואפיה, כיריים מסוגים שונים, גריל חוץ , 

מדיחי כלים, מכונות כביסה ומכונות קפה - מוצרים שישדרגו בכל בית את חוויית 

הבישול והאירוח, ישפרו את הביצועים במטבח ויוסיפו לנוחות ולאיכות החיים.



רח׳ התערוכה 3, נמל תל אביב | טל': 03-5232200

www.digital-kitchen.co.il




